Information sheets to help you complete the task

What are Comets?
These are balls of rock, ice and dust which orbit the Sun in
elliptical orbits (oval-shaped orbits, not round). They can go
very close to the Sun, and then they glide across the solar
system, travelling many millions of miles beyond the most
distant planets before making their return to the Sun.

Comets are recognisable because of their tails. This tail is only visible
when the comet is close enough to the Sun, usually when it is at about
the same distance from Earth as Mars is. The tail is visible because
sunlight reflects off the ice and dust particles. When seen from Earth, a
comet can have the appearance of a blurred star. The tail of a comet
can be up to over 1 million kilometres long!

What are asteroids?
Asteroids are small lumps of rocks and ice which orbit
the Sun like mini-planets.
Between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter is an area called
the Asteroid Belt. This is where the largest collection of
asteroids orbiting the Sun are. Hundreds of thousands of asteroids, none
with a diameter (width) of over 1,000 kilometres (with Ceres being the
biggest), and only sixteen of them over 240 km, spin around the Sun.
Occasionally they collide with each other, and may, one day, in millions
of years, all join together to form another Earth-sized planet.

What are dwarf planets?
Dwarf Planets tend to be much smaller than regular
planets (all Dwarf Planets so far confirmed are smaller
than Earth's Moon).
Dwarf Planets are also different from Planets because
the path of their orbits isn't clear. Pluto’s path crosses
with Neptune’s path and so it lost its title as a planet in 2006.
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Data on the 8 planets to help you complete your fact cards

Information on the appearance of the 8 planets to help
you complete your fact cards
Mercury
 Mercury is a rocky planet closest to the sun.
 Mercury has no atmosphere around it to protect it from the Sun or
to retain any heat when it rotates on its axis.
 The surface of Mercury is covered with craters and completely
dry. There is no possibility of life on Mercury.

Venus
 Venus is covered by clouds of water vapour and sulphuric acid and
the surface cannot be seen with an ordinary astronomy telescope.
 The atmosphere on Venus is composed of carbon dioxide. The
surface is heated by radiation from the sun, but the heat cannot
escape through the clouds and layer of carbon dioxide which
makes it hotter than Mercury.

Earth
 It is the only planet that has an atmosphere containing 21 percent
oxygen.
 It is the only planet that has liquid water on its surface.
 It is the only planet in the solar system that has life.
 As a result of the Earth’s geological activity (the volcanoes and
earthquakes) the surface of the Earth has far fewer craters than
the surface of planets as the craters have sunk down or been worn
away by wind and rain over millions of years.
Mars
 Mars is often called ‘the red planet’ because a mineral called iron
oxide that is very common on the planet’s surface which causes its
surface to have a red tint.

 Mars has both North and South polar ice caps, much like Earth
that are made mostly of frozen water. With so much water frozen
in the ice caps of Mars, some scientists think that life could have
once existed there.
 Olympus Mons on Mars is the largest mountain in the solar system
at more than 25 km high (that’s three times higher than Mount
Everest).
 Valles Marineris is the largest canyon in the solar system,
stretching 4,000 km across the planet’s surface.
Jupiter
 Jupiter is the first of the “gas giants” made of hydrogen, helium,
methane and ammonia.
 Jupiter is the stormiest planet in the Solar System. There is a
permanent, but ever-changing whirlpool of storms, known as
Jupiter’s Great Red Spot which can be seen using a telescope.
Saturn
 The bright globe of Saturn is surrounded by rings which may be
composed of ice. Three of these rings are visible from the Earth
using a telescope.
 Saturn is a gas planet and is a great ball of hydrogen and helium.

Uranus
 Most of the centre of Uranus is a frozen mass of ammonia and
methane, which gives it the blue-green colour.
 The atmosphere also contains hydrogen and helium.
 Because Uranus is lying on its side as it orbits the sun, for nearly a
quarter of its orbit one pole of the planet is in complete darkness.

Neptune
 Neptune is the third largest planet in the Solar System, much
smaller than the real giants, Jupiter and Saturn
 Neptune is made of gas; it is a great ball of hydrogen and helium.

